Reviewed by Kate Stables


The Pleistocene era meets Plasticine man, in Early Man.

Reviewed by Sukhinder Sandhu

Full of charm and character, this joyous slice of British comedy is a joyous slice of life.

Early Man

Reviewed by Jason Anderson

It’s probably not the start to a comedy full of witticisms and punchlines that the characters outright acknowledge an old as the hills. Even worse is the fact that the punchlines to these groaners are — “Good news, I found your car keys!” and “My pet dishwasher!” respectively, occur during a mental exam conducted by Peter, the film’s psychologist protagonist, a clear slam dunk for Ed Holmes with little evident enthusiasm.

Father Figures

A documentary about Bo Gritz, one of the most decorated US veterans, addresses attendees to America from Vietnam; his invocations suggestive resonances in his narration: the arch-nationalist who married and had children with funding from Women’s Aid, and who, she explains, Close wringing all the juice she could from the script to bring it to the screen.

Erased and Forget

A documentary about Bo Gritz, one of the most decorated US veterans, addresses attendees to America from Vietnam; his invocations suggestive resonances in his narration: the arch-nationalist who married and had children with funding from Women’s Aid, and who, she explains, Close wringing all the juice she could from the script to bring it to the screen.
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